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ABSTRACT.

More and more functionality can be integrated on one chip, because of technological

development. Currently, the number of gates per square millimetre is growing faster

than the number of gates a designer can implement. A solution to this is the use of

cores.

This thesis describes the development of a Peripheral Interface Controller (PIC) soft

core, a simple 8-bit rnicrocontroller. The PIC16C5x soft-core is developed and

simulated in Summit Visual VHDL.

The core is implemented on an Altera FLEX 10K FPGA. The program memory is

implemented in Embedded Array Blocks (EABs). An EAB is a specially designed block

to implement memory in.

Programs for the core can be written with the standard PIC tools. These tools generate a

HEX-file. A program is written that converts the HEX-file into a HEX-file that can be

loaded into the EABs.

Because every instruction, except program branches, execute in one clock cycle it is not

possible to implement the data memory in an EAB. Now, the data registers are

implemented in logic cells. In terms of hardware this is expensive, because each register

requires at least 8 logic cells. To implement the data memory in an EAB, the instruction

cycle has to be divided in more than one clock cycle or a FLEXlOKE FPGA has to be

used.

The implemented PIC-core runs at a maximum clock frequency of 13.5 MHz and

occupies 902 Logic Cells.
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1. INTRODUCTION.

More and more functionality can be integrated on one chip, because of technological

development. Currently, the number of gates per square millimetre is growing faster

than the number of gates a designer can implement. A solution to this is 'design for

reuse' and the use of cores. Cores, also called IF (intellectual property) or VC (virtual

component), are tested modules, which can be used for System-on-Chip (SoC) based

designs, for example microcontrollers and digital signal processors. There are two

different types of cores:

• Soft cores, these are cores described in a hardware description language, such as

VHDL or Verilog. These are technology independent, so timing aspects will only be

known after place and route.

• Hard cores, these are modules optimised for a certain technology.

A clear trend can be seen from board-level systems to System-on-Chip based designs.

TNO Institute of Industrial Technology, in co-operation with the Eindhoven University

of Technology is exploring these developments.

During the graduation project a Peripheral Interface Controller (PIC) soft-core is

developed. A Peripheral Interface Controller is a simple 8-bit microcontroller. The core

is implemented on a by TNO developed flexible hardware platform.

In this thesis modelling of the PIC-core in Summit Visual VHDL and the

implementation on an ALTERA FLEXlOK FPGA are discussed.
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2. THE PIC MICROCONTROLLER.

The Peripheral Interface Controller (PIC) 8-bit microcontroller family has a wide range

of different devices [3]. They differ in program word width, the amount of program

memory, the amount of RAM, the presence of an interrupt mechanism, and peripheral

modules, for example an FC bus interface. But all the different models are based on the

same architecture.

This chapter describes the basic functionality and architecture of the standard PIC

microcontroller.

2.1 The PIC 16C5x microcontroller family.

The PIC 16C5x [1],[3] microcontroller employs an RISC-like architecture with 33

single word, single cycle instructions. All instructions are single cycle except for a

program branch, which takes two cycles. An overview of the instruction set is found in

Appendix A.

Also, it has a special power saving feature, the Sleep-mode. In order to improve

reliability it has a watchdog timer.

The clock frequency ranges from DC up to a maximum of 20 MHz.

2.2 Architecture.

A block diagram of the PIC 16C5x series can be found in figure 2.1. In this figure can

be seen that the PIC contains a number of architectural features commonly found in

RISC microprocessors. Starting with, the use of a Harvard architecture in which

program and data are accessed on separate busses. This improves bandwidth over the

traditional von Neumann architecture where program and data are accessed on the same

bus. Separating program and data memory further allows instructions to be sized

differently than the 8-bit wide data word. For the PIC16C5x series the program words

are 12-bits wide. Which makes it possible to have all single word instructions. A 12-bit
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wide program memory access bus fetches a 12-bit instruction in a single cycle. A two

stage pipeline overlaps fetch and execution of instructions. Consequently, all 33

instructions execute in a single cycle, except for program branches. The PIC can

directly or indirectly address its register files and data memory. All special function

registers including the program counter are mapped in the data memory. The PIC has a

highly orthogonal instruction set that makes it possible to carry out any operation on any

register using any addressing mode.
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Fig. 2.1: Block diagram of the PIC16C5x.

The PIC contains an 8-bit ALU and working register. The ALU is a general-purpose

arithmetic unit. It performs arithmetic and Boolean functions on data in the working

register and any register or literal value.

The architecture of the PIC16C5x will be elaborated in the following sections.
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2.3 Clocking scheme and instruction flow.

The clock scheme and instruction cycle is shown in figure 2.2. An instruction cycle

consists of four Q cycles. The instruction fetch and execute are pipelined such that fetch

takes one instruction cycle while decode and execute takes another instruction cycle.

However, due to the pipelining, each instruction effectively executes in one cycle. If an

instruction causes a branch, then two cycles are required to complete the instruction.

The maximum clock frequency for the PIC16C5x series is 20 MHz, which is divided by

four to an instruction cycle time of 200 ns, except for program branches.

I 01 I
OSC1

01 ~---------1 1

Q2 II "nternalph.se
03 r--------I I clock

Q4 )..11''====:J~=r---,.~~\~~~~~~r--\==::;~~~~~~~r--~=,I
OSC2!CLKO~~ r= P; l ~.1 l~ Pt7,2 _

(RC mode} f-------;s:O::;;:-;;"""'"7E1"'r-----j I

Ex"Cule INSf we) Felch INSf lPC+2'
Exec>.rto INST 'pc. ,"

Figure 2.2: Clock/instruction cycle.

2.4 Memory organisation.

2.4.1 Program memory organisation.

Up to 512 words of 12-bit wide program memory can be directly addressed. Larger

program memories can be addressed by selecting one of up to four available pages of

512 words each. The page select bits are located in the Status register (see section 2.8).

Sequencing of instructions is controlled via the Program Counter (PC) (see section 2.6).

2.4.2 Data memory organisation.

The data memory is a register file composed of up to 80 addressable 8-bit registers

including the I/O ports. 32 registers are directly addressable, while a banking scheme,

with banks of 16 bytes each, is employed to address larger data memories (see figure
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2.3). The banks of the data memory are selected with bit 5 and bit 6 of the file select

register (FSR). Data can be addressed directly, or indirectly using the file select register.

Immediate data addressing is supported by special "literal" instructions which load data

from program memory into the working (W) register.

The register file is divided into two functional groups: Special Function registers and

general purpose registers. The special function registers include the TimerO (TMRO)

register, the program counter, the status register, the I/O registers, and the file select

register. The general-purpose registers are used for data and control information under

command of the instructions.

In addition, special functions registers are used to control I/O port configuration and

prescaler options. The first 16 addresses of every page are all mapped to the registers in

bank 00.

FSR<6:S;.------" 00

File Address
01 10 11

~
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I I
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1
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1
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1Fh 3Fh 5Fh 7Fh
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Figure 2.3: Data memory organisation.
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2.5 Indirect addressing.

Indirect addressing is done using the INDF register, location OOh in data memory (see

figure 2.3. The INDF register is not a physical register and is used in conjunction with

the file select register (FSR) to perform indirect addressing. Any instruction using the

INDF register actually accesses data pointed to by the FSR.

The five least significant bits of the FSR register are the pointer for data memory

addresses OOh to IFh. Bit four toggles between the upper and lower sixteen bytes in the

register file. When clear, this bit points to the lower sixteen bytes, when set, it points to

the upper sixteen bytes. When bit four is set, bit five and six of FSR are used to select

the bank.

2.6 Program counter.

The program counter selects the program memory address. After each instruction is

executed the contents of the program counter is incremented, unless an instruction, for

example OOTO, alters the contents of the program counter. After a device reset or

power up the program counter is loaded with the highest possible address, the so-called

reset-vector.

The program counter's width depends on the PIC 16C5x-type, and ranges from 9 to 11

bits. All types have an 8-bit wide Program Counter Latch (PCL) at location 02h in data

memory (see figure 2.3). The PCL register contains the 8 lower order bits of the

program counter.

For a OOTO instruction the nine least significant bits of the Program Counter are loaded

with the immediate value contained in the instruction word. The two most significant

bits of the Program Counter are loaded with bit 6 and bit 5 of the status register, the so

called page select bits, see figure 2.4.

When a CALL instruction or an instruction which modifies PCL is executed the

Program Counter's eight least significant bits are loaded with the value of PCL, the

ninth bit is loaded with '0' and the Program Counter's two most significant bits are

loaded with the page select bits from the status register. As a consequence of clearing

the ninth bit of the Program Counter, a CALL instruction and instructions that compute
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the Program Counter can only jump to the first 256 words of a program memory page.

See figure 2.4,

The page select bits don't influence the usual incrementing of the Pc. For example, if at

program memory location IFFh, there is a NOP instruction, the Program Counter will

be incremented to 200h independently of the page select in the status register bits,

GOTO tnstruction
10 9 8 7 o

PC
l....-*-~.--L----Tr-------l

2 PA1:PAO
7 0

STATUS

CALL or Modify pel Instruction

10 9 B 7 o
PC

l....--k----'----.---'-------:...~------'

Reset to '0'

2 PA1:PAO
1 0

STATUS

Figure 2.4: Loading the Program counter.

2.7 Stack.

The PIC16C5x family has a two-level hardware-stack. Both the stack levels can contain

the full width of the Program Counter.

A CALL instruction copies the Program Counter plus one into the upper level of the

stack. The content of level one is copied into the second level.
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After a return from subroutine, the Program Counter is loaded with the contents of stack

levelland the contents of level 2 is loaded into stack level 1.

If there are more than two nested CALL instructions, a stack overflow will occur. In

that case, a correct return from subroutine is impossible.

2.8 Status register.

The status register contains the arithmetic status of the ALD, the RESET status and the

page select bits for program memories larger than 512 words. See figure 2.5.

As with any other register the status register can be the destination for any instruction.

Furthermore, the TO and PD bits are not writable. Therefore, the result of an

instruction with the status register as destination may be different than intended. For

example, CLRF status will clear all bits except for TO and PD and then set the Z bit

and leave status register as OOOuulOO (where u is unchanged).

z
2

Figure 2.5: Status register.

C: Carry/borrow bit.

1 =A carry out for the most significant bit of the result occurred.

o=No carry for the most significant bit of the result.

For borrow the polarity is reversed. For rotate instructions, this bit is loaded with

either the high or low order bit of the source register.

DC: Digit Carry/ borrow bit.

1 =A carry-out from the fourth low order bit of the result occurred.

0= No carry out from the fourth low order bit.

For borrow the polarity is reversed.

Z: Zero bit.

1 =The result of an arithmetic or logic operation is zero.
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o= The result of an arithmetic or logic operation is not zero.

PD: Power-down bit.

1 = After power-up or by a CLRWDT instruction.

0= By execution of the SLEEP instruction.

TO: Time-out bit.

1 = After power-up and by the CLRWDT or SLEEP instruction.

o= A watchdog timer time-out has occurred.

PAl :PAO: Program page pre-select bits.

00 = Page 0 (OOOh-IFFh)

01 = Page 1 (200h-3FFh)

10 = Page 2 (400h-5FFh)

11 = Page 3 (600h-7FFh)

PA2: This bit is not implemented.

2.9 I/O ports.

The I/O ports are in the same address space as the file-registers. They can be accessed

the same way as the other data registers, see figure 2.3.

All the types of the PIC16C5x family have a 4-bit wide port (port A) and an 8-bit wide

port (port B). Some types also have an additional 8-bit wide port (port C).

Every I/O port is assigned a TRIS-register (tristate register). The content of this register

determines, for every pin of the port, the data direction. A ' l' configures the

corresponding pin as an input pin. A '1' in the TRIS-register makes the corresponding

pin tristate, this means it is put in a high impedance mode. On the contrary a '0'

configures the corresponding pin as an output pin. The TRIS-registers are not in the

address space of the file-registers. The TRIS registers can not be read. After a RESET

all the I/O-pins are configured as input.

A value, which is written to a port, is stored in a latch. This value is kept until a new

value is written. On the contrary, an input-level isn't stored between two clock cycles,

but is directly coupled to the data-bus. Thus, the input level has to remain stable until

the accompanying instruction that reads the port is executed.
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2.10 TimerO module.

The TimerO (TMRO) module has the following features:

• 8-bit timer/counter

• readable and writable

• 8-bit software programmable prescaler

• internal or external clock select

• edge select for external clock

Timer mode is selected by clearing the TOCS bit, bit 5 of the OPTION register, see

section 2.12. In timer mode, the value of TimerO-register (Olh in datamemory) is

incremented every instruction cycle (without prescaler).

Counter mode is selected by setting TOCS bit. In this mode TMRO will increment either

on the rising or falling edge of pin TOCKI. The TO source edge select bit (bit 4 of the

OPTION register) determines the incrementing edge. Clearing this bit selects the rising

edge.

A prescaler can be used to adjust the rate at which the TimerO register is incremented,

see section 2.12.1.

2.11 Watchdog timer.

A watchdog timer is used to prevent a microcontroller from dead-lock. Because the

watchdog timer resets the device after a preset time, the device restarts in a known state.

The WDT has its own on chip oscillator. When enabled, the watchdog timer will

generate a reset every 18 ms. A longer timer interval can be realised by using the

prescaler as a postscaler for the WDT. If the prescaler is used for the watchdog timer the

time-out period can be prolonged to2.3 s.
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2.12 Option register.

The option register is a 6-bit wide write-only register, which contains various control

bits to configure TimerO and the watchdog timer prescaler, see figure 2.6. By executing

the OPTION instruction the value of the W register will be transferred to the option

register.

u·o u-o W·1 W-1 W-1 W·l W·l W-1

TOeS TOSE PSA PS2 PSl PSO
bit7 6 5 4 3 2 1 bitO

Figure 2.6: Option register.

PS2:PSa
PS2 PSI psa TimerO rate WDTrate

a a a 1 : 2 1 : 1

a a 1 1 : 4 1 : 2

a 1 a 1 : 8 1 : 4

a 1 1 1 : 16 1 : 8

1 a a 1 : 32 1 : 16

1 a 1 1 : 64 1 : 32

1 1 a 1 : 128 1: 64

1 1 1 1 : 256 1 : 128

PSA: Prescaler assignment bit

1 = prescaler assigned to the watchdog timer.

a=prescaler assigned to TimerO.

TaSE :TimerO source edge select bit

1 =Increment on high-to-Iow transition on TaCKI pin.

a=Increment on low-to-high transition on TaCKI pin.

TaCS:TimerO clock source bit

1 =Transition on TaCKI pin.

a=Internal instruction cycle clock.
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2.12.1 Prescaler.

An 8-bit counter is available as a prescaler for the TMRO module, or as a postscaler for

the watchdog timer. Only one prescaler is available. The prescaler is mutually exclusive

shared between the TMRO module and the watchdog timer. The prescaler assignment is

controlled in software by the control bit PSA, bit 3 of the OPTION register. Setting the

PSA bit will assign the prescaler to the watchdog timer (WDT) and will cause the

prescaler rate for TMRO to be 1: 1. Clearing the PSA bit will assign the prescaler to

TMRO. The prescaler rate is determined by the three lower order bits of the option

register, see figure 2.6.

When assigned to the TMRO module, all instructions that write to the TMRO module

will clear the prescaler. When assigned to the watchdog timer, a CLRWDT instruction

will clear the prescaler along with the watchdog timer.

The prescaler is neither readable nor writable.

2.13 Configuration word.

The configuration word can be programmed to select various device configurations.

One of the bits is used to enable the watchdog timer. Only this bit will be implemented

in the soft-core. More details on the configuration word are omitted, because the other

features will not be implemented.
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3. DESIGN OF THE PIC-CORE.

The design of the PIC core is done in Summit Visual HDL, a VHDL entry tool. A

design is made up of blocks containing state-diagrams, flowcharts, truth table or VHDL

code. Also, simulation is very easy with Visual HDL. In the next sections the design of

a PIC16C5x soft core is discussed.

3.1 The top-architecture.

In figure 3.1 the top level of the PIC-core design can be found.

rom_data (11 :0)

elk

TOolkjn

rom_adres (10:0)

porta (7:0)

portb (7:0)

porto (7:0)

Figure 3.1: Top-level of the PIC-core.

The figure shows the core with all its input and output signals. The core has a clock

input elk, which is the system clock for the core. All actions are synchronised on the

positive clock edge.

The output rom_adres is a II-bit wide address bus, which must be connected to an

asynchronous ROM. The ROM's data is read into the core via the 12-bit wide data bus,

rom_data.

MCLR_not is an active low reset signal that puts the core in its reset state when a '0' is

present on MCLR_not. Reset is synchronous with the positive clock-edge. In order to

reduce meta-stability the MCLR_not input signal has to be synchronised with the clock.
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TOclk_in is an input signal, equivalent with the TOCKI pin of the PIC16C5x-pin. It is

used as a clock input for TimerO.

WDT_elk is used as a clock input for the watchdog timer. It is a substitute for the on

chip oscillator present on the PIC16C5x. In the original PIC microcontroller (sec. 2.12)

a configuration word is present. One of the configuration word's bits is used to enable

or disable the watchdog timer. This configuration word is not present in the PIC-soft

core. To enable en disable the core's watchdog timer, the WDT_en signal is used.

The core has three 8-bit wide bi-directional I/O ports; porta, porth, and porte. The width

of porta differs from the width of Port A found on the PIC16C5x series, which is a 4-bit

wide I/O port. Because all I/O ports are functionally equivalent one port component is

designed. This component is used for all three I/O ports.

3.2 Datapath overview.

A simplified overview of the PIC-core's datapath is drawn in figure 3.2. The different

components in figure 3.2 are connected to a controller. Depending on the instruction

under execution the controller determines which operation the ALU has to carry out.

Also, the controller selects whether or not the working (W) register has to be written.

Furthermore, the controller selects the register to read from and eventually to write to.

In one clock cycle an instruction is decoded, the operands are read, the ALU performs

an operation, and the result is written to either W-reg or register file (1.5 address

machine). At the same time the next instruction is fetched from program memory.

\v
REG.

REGISTER FILE

Figure 3.2: Simplified datapath overview.
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The block diagram of the implemented PIC-core's datapath and controller is found in

figure 3.3.

3.3 Register file.

The register file contains the special function registers, the general purpose registers the

I/O ports with its TRIS registers, and the Option register. See figure 3.4.

The reg_ctrl block selects the register that is written with value of ALU-out. If a specific

register is written the controller makes I_we or tris_we high. The addr_mux block

determines the address of the register.

The addr_mux block is used to determine whether an indirect address must be used.

This is true if the address specified by I_sel is OOh. In that case, the five lower order bits

of the FSR-register are used.

The multiplexer regfile_mux selects the register used as output of the register file.

The special function registers and the data register are discussed in the next sections.

3.3.1 FSR register.

The File Select Register, location 04h in datamemory, is used for indirect addressing.

The value of the five lower order bits in this register is the address of the indirect

addressed register.

Two bits, bit 5 and bit 6, are used for bank selecting. At the moment these bits are not

implemented, because only 24 general-purpose registers are implemented (bank 0). For

more details see section 3.3.7 and section 4.3.

If needed, the bank select bits can be implemented by adding a bank_sel signal from

FSR to the block containing the general-purpose registers. This two bit wide signal is

used to select one of four banks.
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alu_stat_\M!
alu_statJn

clr \Adt

[pona_v.en,tris_3_Vt.eJ

(portb_\AAlIn.tri»_b_vwl

fsrJat(4:0)

.e1 (4:0)

,.,-+-t-----... TMRO_W!!i

pc (7:0)

regfile_out (7:0)

Figure 3.4: The register file.

3.3.2 TimerO register.

TimerO register is the register used by timerO. Its location in datamemory is Olh. When

the TimerO-pulse signal, generated in the WDT/TimerO block (see section 3.6.2) is 'I'

the value of this register is incremented by one. The incrementing is synchronised with

the positive edge of the system clock. If TimerO is used to count pulses on the eLK_in

pin, it takes three clock cycles before TimerO register is incremented after a pulse

occurred on this pin. More details are found in section 3.6.2.

It is also possible to write a preset value to this register.
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3.3.3 PCL register.

The PCL register contains the low order eight bits of the program counter (PC). Its

location in the datamemory is 02h. The program counter is physically implemented in

the controller-block. Writing to the PCL register is done in this block. More details of

the program counter are discussed in section 3.8.3.

3.3.4 Option register.

The option register is a non-addressable and write only register. When an OPTION

instruction is executed the six least significant bits of alu_out are written into the option

register. The value of this register is used to configure the prescaler and TimerO as

specified in section 2.12. More information on the prescaler and timerO can be found in

section 3.6.1. A reset sets all bits of the Option register to '1'.

3.3.5 The I/O ports.

All three I/O ports, porta_reg, porth_reg, and porte_reg consist of a data register,

data_reg, and a tristate register, tris_reg. See figure 3.5.

The tristate register is an eight-bit wide register and is used to configure the I/O port. A

'1' from a bit in this register puts the corresponding output driver in a hi-impedance

mode. This pin is now configured as input. A '0' in the tristate register puts the contents

of the data_reg on the selected pins. When a TRIS instruction is executed, and tris_en is

high the value on the data_in bus is written to the tristate register. After reset the value

of the tristate register is "11111111". This means that all the I/O pins are configured as

input pins.

When write_en is high, the value on the data_in bus is written to the data register.

When the I/O port is read, the porcin signal gets the pin-value of the pins configured as

input. For the pins configured as output, porcin gets the value of the data register.
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reset

data_I at (7:0)

.....- ......- .... iOJ)ln (7:0)

porUn(7:0)

Figure 3.5:I/O port block diagram.

3.3.6 Status register.

The status register is located at location 03h in the datamemory. The register can be

divided into three different parts. One part containing the state after an ALU operation

(bit 0,1,2), a second part containing the reset status (bit 3 and 4) and a part used to select

a page in program memory (bit 5 and 6). Bit 7 isn't implemented so far, but can be used

as another page select bit to enlarge program memory for example.

The three lower order bits of the status register are determined by the ALD. The

instruction currently under execution determines if it is allowed to alter one of these

bits. The instruction decoder (see section 3.8.2) enables writing to these bits. If it is

allowed to write the carry bit then staCc_we is '1', if it is allowed to write the digit

carry bit, staCDC_we is '1', and if it is allowed to write the zero bit then staCcwe is

'1' .

Bit 3 and bit 4 of the status register contain the reset status. The value of bit 3 and bit 4

are found in table 4.1. These bits are read-only. When a reset occurs, due to a master

reset or due to a watchdog timer time out, the three upper bits of the status register are

all cleared. The three lower order bits are left unchanged.
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Table 4.1: The reset status.

Bit 4 Bit 3 Condition

0 0 Watchdog timer reset during normal operation

0 1 Watchdog timer reset during SLEEP

1 0 Master reset during SLEEP

1 1 Clear watchdog timer (CLRWDT) instruction

Bit 5 and bit 6 of status register are used for selecting a page in program memory. These

two bits correspond to the upper two bits of the Program Counter.

Also, it is possible to write a value to the status register. In that case bit 3 and bit 4 are

left unchanged.

After a reset the three higher order bits are all cleared, the three lower order bits are

unaltered, and bit 3 and bit 4 contain the reset status (see above).

3.3.7 General purpose registers.

The general-purpose registers are used to store data. It is the RAM memory of the core.

At most 72 words are available as general-purpose registers, at least there are 24 words

available.

The core executes each instruction in one clock cycle. It is possible to read an operand

from memory, do an operation on it and write the result back into the same memory

location. Thus, in one clock cycle a register can be read and written. Constructing a

general-purpose register file that reads data asynchronously and writes data

synchronously solves this.

The register file contains at least 24 registers. In order to make it possible to use 72

general-purpose registers, bit 5 and bit 6 of the FSR register have to be used to

implement bank switching.

Only 24 registers are implemented, because they are implemented in logic cells. Each

register consumes 8 logic cells. So, in terms of hardware it is very expensive to

implement RAM in logic cells. Solutions to this are discussed in section 4.3.
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3.4 Arithmetic and logic unit.

As depicted in figure 3.6 the ALU consists of a ALU-core, which is the block that

actually executes the arithmetic and logical operations. In front of the ALU-core are two

multiplexers to select the two operands used by the ALU-core. The operands can be an

eight bit literal value, or the contents of the working register or one of the registers.

The biCdec block is a block that generates a bit-pattern. This pattern can also be

inverted and is used to set, clear and test a certain bit in a byte.

wout (7:0)

fout (7:0)

k (7:0)

b (2:0

bppol

• alu b sel (1 :0)1 • alu op (3:0) 1

alu DCo

3.4.1 ALU core

Figure 3.6: Arithmetic and logic unit.

The block diagram of the ALU-core is found in figure 3.7. The adder-plus_8bit block is

an adder that adds two bytes, without using a carry-in. This block generates a digit carry

when an overflow occurs from bit 3 to bit 4. It also generates a carry-out bit when an

overflow of the most significant bit of the result occurs. The adder is also used to

subtract. This is done using the 2's complement method. The second operand (adder_b)
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is complemented and carry-in (adder_cin) is made '1'. Then the operands are added.

Now, the carry bit and digit-carry bit are the borrow and digit borrow bits.

The logic block in figure 3.7 performs the logical operations, AND, OR, Exclusive OR,

and the complementation of alu_a . Also, it performs the shift operations rotate left and

right through carry. The rotate left through carry (ROL) instruction shifts the seven

lower order bits of alu_a one position to the left. The carry-in bit is shifted into bit 0 and

carry out gets the value of the most significant bit. The Rotate right through carry

instruction (ROR) works similar. Finally, the logic block performs a swap operation.

This operation swaps the four lower order bits with the four higher order bits of alu_a.

The tesCcout takes care of generating the camy bit for add, subtract and the shift

operations.

Alu_mux is a multiplexer. Depending on operation, it selects either adder_result or

logic_result as value for alu_out. If this selected value is zero, the tesCzero block

makes the value of the alu_Zo signal '1'. This value is used by the status register to

update the zero-bit.

Figure 3.7: The core of the ALD.
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3.5 The working (W) register.

In other microprocessors this register is often called the accumulator or accu. Its output

is used as one of the operands for the ALD. When w_en is '1' the value of alu_out is

written into this register.

3.6 Watchdog timer and TimerO.

This section describes the WDTlTimerO block of figure 3.2. A more detailed view of

this block is found in figure 3.8. It contains the watchdog timer, TimerO and the

prescaler.

option (:5:0)

ctr welt

..........=----
TMRO 1Ne.......-....=-.

reset
~

clk_tri
Jt-------1

Figure 3.8: Watchdog timer and TimerO block scheme.
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3.6.1 Prescaler.

The prescaler is either used by the watchdog timer or by TimerO, this is determined by

PSA, PSA is bit 3 of the Option register. If PSA is '1' the input of prescaler2 is the

WDT_counter. Now, the prescaler functions as a postscaler to the watchdog timer. If

PSA is '0' the prescaler is assigned to TimerO.

The prescaler itself is an eight bit counter; the prescaler2 block in figure 3.8. It counts

low-high transitions of the PS_in signal. This counter is cleared after reset, or when the

prescaler is assigned to the watchdog timer and the watchdog timer is cleared by a

CLRWDT instruction, or when the prescaler is assigned to TimerO and a value is

written to the TimerO register.

Behind the prescaler counter is an 8-to-l multiplexer. Depending on the value of the

three lower order bits of the Option register the multiplexer selects one of the eight bits

of the output of prescaler2. For example, if the value of the three lower order bits of the

option register is "010", bit 2 of PS_byte_out is selected. Now, the rate of the prescaler

is 1:16 for the Watchdog timer and 1:32 for TimerO.

3.6.2 TimerO.

TimerO register is incremented if TMRO-pulse is '1' and a low-to-high transition of the

system clock occurs.

TMRO-pulse is generated in the TimerO/watchdog timer block. As source for the pulse

generator the system clock (clk_tri) or an external source on pin TOclk_in is used. When

an external source is used the pulse generator is triggered either on a high-to-Iow or

low-to-high transition of TOclk_in. The signal from the source may also pass the

prescaler.

Prescaler assignment, source select and edge select are determined by the three higher

order bits of the option register.

When an external source is used for TimerO, the input signal is synchronised with the

system clock by two flip-flops. Because the incrementing of TimerO register is

synchronised with the system clock, it takes three clock cycles before TimerO register is

incremented after a transition on TOCLK_in. See figure 3.9. In this figure TOCLK_in is

the source for TimerO. TimerO counts on the positive edge. The prescaler is assigned to

the watchdog timer.
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Because TOCLK_in is sampled with the frequency of the system clock (fclk)' the

maximum frequency of the TOCLK_in signal is f;k .

elK

TllCLK_in~
~\~r- L

TO--pulse
-------- ----------

TO_reg------- ~r------+-1------)G

Figure 3.9: Increment delayed 3 cycles after a pulse on TOCLK_in.

When the system clock is used as source for TimerO, the value of TMROyu[se is

constant '1'. Now, the TimerO register is incremented on every positive edge of the

clock, see figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10: System clock is used as source, prescaler assigned to WDT.

In figure 3.11 an example of the operation of TimerO is found. In this case the system

clock is the source for the timer. The prescaler is assigned to TimerO and the rate is 1:4.

This means TimerO-register is incremented once every four clock cycles.
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elK

TO_PUlse!j___ 1'-------_
TimerO_reg rl.... +_1 -'XI.... +_1 _

Figure 3.11: Prescaler with rate 1:4 assigned to TimerO.

A difference to the specifications for TimerO operation in the PIC16C5x is, when a

value is written to TimerO register. According to the datasheets of the PIC16C5x the

incrementing of TimerO register is prohibited for two machine cycles when a value is

written to TimerO register. In other words, when a value is written to TimerO register the

pulse generator may not generated pulses for two cycles. This is not implemented in the

core because synchronisation is done by two flip-flops, so every incoming clock pulse

has a delay of two clock cycles.

3.6.3 Watchdog Timer (WDT).

On the PIC16C5x microcontroller the watchdog timer is implemented as an on chip

oscillator. It is not possible to model a stand-alone oscillator in logic. So, the

implementation of the watchdog-timer of the core needs an external clock input.

The watchdog timer is enabled when WDT_en is '1' .The watchdog timer is

implemented as a counter that counts the low-to-high transitions of the WDT_elk signal.

This is the WDT_counter block in figure 3.8. When a reset occurs or when a CLRWDT

instruction is executed the counter is cleared and restarts counting from zero.

According to the datasheets of the PIC16C5x family, the watchdog timer has a nominal

time-out period of 18 ms. To achieve the same time-out period for the watchdog timer

of the core, a value has to be adjusted. This value depends on the frequency of

WDT_elk. WDT is made '1' if the counter value equals this value. The WDT signal is

passed to the WDT_time_out signal, eventually via the prescaler. If WDT_time_out is

'1' the core is reset and the status register is adjusted.
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3.7 Clock and reset control.

This block is used to implement the sleep function. It is implemented as a state-machine

with two states, see figure 3.12. If a SLEEP-instruction is executed the processor goes

into SLEEP mode, this means the clock of the system is not active anymore. In this case

elock_tri signal gets value '0' instead of elk_in. The core stays in this state until a reset

occurs. This reset may be a master reset (MCLR_not) or a reset initiated by the

watchdog timer (WDT_time_out). If a reset occurs, this reset is passed to the other

blocks of the core by the reset signal.

Usually the core is in NORMAL mode, in this mode the value of elk_tri is equal to the

value of CLK_in. CLK_tri signal is used to provide all the other blocks with a clock

signal.

Implementing the sleep function this way, may cause problems in some implementation

technologies because the elk_tri signal is a gated clock. This problem has to be studied

more detailed.

- normal -
1Io._tri «= clio.:
f ((not MCLR_not) or WDT _time_out) = '1'

«= ' '. «=' '.

- sleep_mode-
110. _tri «= '0';

f ((not MCLR_not) or WDT _time_out) = '1'
«= ' '. «=' '.

Figure 3.12: Clock and reset control.
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3.8 The controller.

The controller block contains the program counter, the instruction decoder and the two

stage pipeline. It generates the address that selects an instruction in program memory

and it generates the signals that control all the blocks of the core's datapath. The block

scheme of the controller is depicted in figure 3.13.

';1

...."
ClkJll

alu_Qut (7:0)

,tiltus (1:0)

IMtruet Iat: f11:0

Figure 3.13: Controller block scheme.

3.8.1 Two-stage pipeline.

The core has a two-stage pipeline. At the same time an instruction in the instruction

register is decoded and executed, the next instruction is fetched from the program

memory. However when the instruction in execution causes the program to branch, the

instruction already fetched from program memory is not valid anymore. In that case the

skip_sel block in figure 3.13 makes the skip signal '1' . Now, instead of the fetched

instruction, a no operation (NOP) is latched into the instruction register (instruccreg).

So, when a program branch occurs the pipeline is flushed by executing a NOP

instruction.
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An example of the operation of the pipeline is found in figure 3.14: rom_data contains

the fetched instruction. The next clock cycle the fetched instruction is clocked into the

instruction latch. When the program counter is at location 3 a OOTO-instruction is

executed. The skip-signal is made '1', so the fetched instruction, MOVLW, is not valid

and a NaP-instruction is latched into the instruction register. This instruction is decoded

and executed. At the same time the instruction at location 8 in program memory is

fetched.

ClK

PC =x X X X )C1 X2 3 a 9

rom_data =xclrf Xgoto aXmovlwX incf X )C
instruct_reg =x Xclrf XgotoaX nop Xincf )C

skip ----------

Figure 3.14: Operation of the pipeline.

There are instructions that jump if the result of an ALU operation is zero. To realise

this, the alu_Zo signal is presented to the skip_sel block. Depending on the instruction

in execution and the ALU-result this block now can decide to make skip '1', and thus

skipping the next instruction.

3.8.2 Instruction decoder.

All instructions are 12-bit wide. The most significant bits of the instruction word

determine which instruction it is. This may be all bits, the three higher order bits, the 4

higher order bits or the 6 higher order bits. For each of these four categories a truth table

determines the value of each of the control signals. These control signals are generated

in the pic_decode3 block of figure 3.13. These control-signals enable the registers,
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select the operands for the ALU, and select an ALU operation and control the setting

and clearing of the right bits in the Status register.

Also, an instruction may contain a literal value, a data register address, the position of a

bit in a register, or an address to jump to. These values are derived from the value in the

instruct_reg block.

After reset the instrucCreg contains an NOP-operation.

3.8.3 Program Counter.

The program counter addresses a location in program memory. It can address at most 12

bit wide addresses. The eight lower order bits of this address are used for the program

counter register, address 02h in datamemory.

The pc_counter block contains the program counter register, called pc_ouCreg. It

contains the two level hardware stack and its controller. In this block is also the program

counter incrementer. For a detailed view see figure 3.15.

reset

instruet.Jat (11 :0)

pc (7:0)

rom_adres (10:0)

Figure 3.15: program counter block scheme.
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A multiplexer, called pc_mux, determines the new value for the program counter stored

in pc_out_reg. Usually it will be the previous value of the program counter incremented

by one. Incrementing is done by an adder in the pCJJlus_l block.

For a CALL-instruction the appropriate stack level is determined by the lev_dec block.

Next, the already incremented value of the program is stored in the stack register. The

value of the pc_out_reg is according to the specifications of figure 2.4. For the first

CALL the stack level is one and for the second CALL the level is two. After a return

instruction (RETLW) the stack level is decreased and the value of pc_out_reg gets the

value of the stack register.

If a value is written to the PCL register, the result on alu_out is used to compose the

new value of the pc_oucreg, according to the specifications in section 2.6.

After a reset the stack level is 1 and the value of the program counter becomes all zeros.

This value can be adjusted easily, by adjusting a constant value of the reset vector in the

pc_mux block of figure 3.15. According to the specifications the program counter has to

point to the last position in program memory after reset.

3.9 Simulating the core in Summit Visual VHDL.

To simulate the core in Summit, a ROM is needed that contains the instructions to

simulate. The ROM is connected to the address-bus and to the data-bus of the core. This

time, the instructions are hardcoded in VHDL. When a program is changed the VHDL

code has to be adjusted.

All instructions and functions of the core are verified by simulations in Summit Visual

VHDL.
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4. IMPLEMENTING THE CORE.

The IT&E department of the Product Development Division of TNO Institute of

Industrial Technology has developed a prototyping platform. This platform consists of

memory modules, input and output drivers, microcontrollers, ND and D/A converters

and two FPGA's. One of these two FPGA's, an Altera FLEXlOK50, is used to

implement the core.

4.1 AHem FLEXlOK FPGA.

The architecture of the FLEXlOK FPGA [4] is found in figure 4.1. The device contains

an embedded array to implement memory and specialised functions, and a logic array to

implement general logic.

The embedded array blocks consist of a series of EABs. When implementing memory

functions, each EAB provides 2,048 bits, which can be used to create for example RAM

and ROM functions. EABs can be used independently, or multiple EABs can be

combined to implement larger functions.

The logic array consists of logic array blocks (LABs). Each LAB contains eight logic

elements (LEs) and a interconnect. A LE consists of a 4-input look-up table (LUT), and

a programmable flip-flop. The eight LEs can be used to create medium-sized blocks of

logic, for example an 8-bit counter.

At the end of each row and column interconnect there is an I/O pin fed by an I/O

element. The I/O elements provide a variety of features. For example the I/O elements

(IOEs) can be used as tri-state buffers.

The FLEXlOK50 has 10 EABs and 2880 LEs.
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Embedded Array Block (fAB)

Column
InlercOIJIl(.'cl

Row
IntofcOllfltX(

Embedded !lrmy

Figure 4.1: FLEXlOK architecture.

4.2 Program memory

The address bus of the core is 11 bits wide, so the core can address 2048 instruction

words. See figure 3.2. The width of an instruction word is 12 bits. The maximum size of

the program memory is 24 Kbits. Smaller sizes are possible, when not all bits of the

address bus are used.

4.2.1 Implementing the program memory in EABs.

To implement the program memory it is very efficient to use EABs in the FLEXlOK.

The FLEXlOK has 10 EABs, each EAB provides 2,048 bits. This makes a total of 20

Kbits. This is not enough to implement 24 Kbits of program memory. Because a
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FLEXlOK is used 12 Kbits of program memory can be implemented in 6 EABs, this is

1K of program words.

Oenmem, a utility provided by Altera is used to generate a VHDL model of the ROM

used as program memory. With genmem a VHDL description of an asynchronous ROM

is generated. The ROM has a lO-bit wide address bus and 12-bit wide memory words.

The content of the ROM is read from a file and then programmed into the EABs.. The

file must conform to the Intel HEX-format. MPASM, an assembler for the PIC

microcontroller series from Microchip generates a HEX-file. However, the datafields

and the address coding of the Microchip HEX-file format differs from the format used

by Altera. To solve this problem a program that converts a Microchip HEX-file into an

Altera HEX-file has been written. This program can be found in appendix B.

To simulate the core with the ROM the VHDL model of the ROM has to be copied into

Summit Visual VHDL and connected to the core. The full path to the HEX-file must be

included in the generics.

4.2.2 Extending program memory.

If the program memory is implemented in EABs of an FLEXlOK device the size of the

memory is limited to 1 K words. The core can address at most 2 K words.

When the core is implemented in a FLEXlOKE device 2 K of program words can be

used because the size of the EABs in a FLEXlOKE device are twice the size of the

EABs in the FLEXlOK device.

Another solution is to use an external dual ported RAM. One port of the DPRAM can

be connected to a 8051 microcontroller. Then, the 8051 is used to program the DPRAM

with the program data. The tools to do so are available at TNO.

The address bus of the core must be connected to the other port of the DPRAM. If, also

the four higher order bits of I/O PORT_A are connected to the address bus of the flash

ROM the available program memory space is extended to 16 K words. If this option is

used, it has to be taken in account that the standard tooling does not support this. CALL

and OOTO instructions can be modified using macros [2]. The macro has to take care of

setting and clearing the right bits of PORT_A, so the call or OOTO jumps to the right

pages in program memory. There is a major disadvantage, because the assembler
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doesn't support labels for addresses greater than 2K. So, instead of labels, absolute

addresses have to be used.

4.3 RAM.

Implementing the data memory in logic cells is inefficient and costs lots of logic cells.

Implementing all 80 registers of the register file costs at least 80 * 8 =640 logic cells.

An EAB can be used to implement the general-purpose registers in. However, it is

impossible to read asynchronously from RAM implemented in an EAB, and to write

synchronously to the RAM in the same clock cycle.

For FLEX IOKE devices the EABs can be configured as dual-ported RAM. This could

be used to solve the problem. One port must be used to read from the RAM and the

other port can be used to write a previous result to another location in the RAM. This

way, it seems as if in one clock cycle a read and write to the RAM is done. However,

writing back to the RAM is delayed for one clock cycle. Unfortunately, this option is

not available for FLEX 10K devices.

Another solution is to use two clock cycles in the case an instruction reads and writes to

the same memory location. The first cycle is used to read the operand from the memory

and to execute the instruction. The second clock cycle is used to write the result back to

memory. In that case the pipeline has to be stalled for one clock cycle.

It is also possible to divide the machine cycle into four clock cycles. The first clock

cycle is used to decode the instruction, the second to read the operands, the third to

execute the operation and the fourth is used to write the result back. This solution also

increases clock frequency because the longest path in the core is divided into four

separate paths.

4.4 Synthesis and Placement & Routing.

Exemplar's Leonardo Spectrum is used for logic synthesis of the core. Before logic

synthesis can be started two statements have to be added to the blocks, which have to be

implemented in EABs. Before and after the VHDL entity and architecture description
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the statements -pragma synthesis_on and -pragma synthesis_offhave to be added. Now

the synthesiser ignores these blocks.

Leonardo generates a netlist. And it writes a report file. According to the report file the

core operates at a clock frequency of 18.5 MHz and occupies 902 logic cells. In this

case synthesis of the design is optimised for speed and 24 general-purpose registers are

implemented in LCs. If there are no general-purpose registers implemented in logic

cells, as is the case when an EAB is used, the core occupies 525 logic cells.

Altera's MaxIIPlus is used for route en placement and to program the FPGA. MaxIIPlus

programs the FPGA and loads a program in the EABs.

According to MaxIIPlus the core operates at 13.5 MHz and occupies 902 logic cells.
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5. CONCLUSION.

A correct functioning PIC-core is developed in Summit Visual VHDL. The core is

implemented in an Altera FLEXlOK FPGA. It runs at 13.5 MHz and occupies 902 logic

cells.

Every instruction, except program branches, executes in one clock cycle. A program

branch takes two clock cycles to execute.

The core is tested and functioned correctly.

Software can be written with the standard tools available for the PIC-series.

The program memory is implemented in EABs. With the current clocking scheme it is

not possible to implement the general-purpose registers in EABs. Now, 24 general

purpose registers are implemented in logic cells. A solution is to use a FLEXlOKE

FPGA.

The developed PIC-core is a good basis to upgrade to a PIC in a higher family range in

the future. When this is done, the machine cycle has to be divided into more clock

cycles. Then, the problems with RAM are solved also.
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APPENDIX A - PIC16C5X INSTRUCTION SET SUMMARY

Mnemonic, 12-Bit Opcode Status
Operands Description Cycles MSb LSb Affected Notes

ADDWF f,d AddW and f 1 0001 Hdf ffff C,DC,Z 1,2,4
ANDWF f,d ANDWwithf 1 0.001 Olof ffff Z 2,4
CLRF f Clear f 1 0000 011f ffH Z 4
CLRW - ClearW 1 0000 0100 0000 Z
COMF f,d Complement f 1 0010 Oldf tfff Z
DECF I,d Decrement f 1 0000 lldf HEf Z 2,4
DECFSZ I,d Decrement f, Skip if 0 1(2) 0010 11d£ ffff None 2,4
INCF f, d Increment f 1 0010 10df ifff Z 2,4
INCFSZ f, d Increment f, Skip if 0 1(2) 0011 Hdf ffff None 2,4
IORWF f, d Inclusive OR W with f 1 OOCl OOdf ffff Z 2,4
MOVF t, d Movef 1 0010 OOdi fiff Z 2,4
MOVWF f MoveWtof 1 OGOO OOlf fEft None 1,4
NOP - No Operation 1 0000 0000 0000 None
RLF f,d Rotate left f through Carry 1 0011 01df fiff C 2,4
RRF t, d Rotate right f through Carry 1 0011 OOdt fiH C 2,4
SUBWF f,d Subtract W from f 1 0000 10df ffU C.DC,Z 1,2,4
SWAPF t,d Swapf 1 0011 10df ffff None 2,4
XORWF f,d Exclusive OR W with f 1 0001 lodf ffff Z 2,4

BIT-ORIENTED FILE REGISTER OPERATIONS

BCF f, b Bit Clearf 1 0100 bbot fHf None 2,4
BSF f, b Bit Set f 1 0101 bbbf ffff None 2,4
BTFSC f, b Bit Test f, Skip if Clear 1 (2) 0110 bbbf ifft None
BTFSS t, b Bit Test f, Skip if Set 1 (2) 0111 bobf ffff None

LITERAL AND CONTROL OPERATIONS

ANDLW k AND literal with W 1 1110 k.kkk kl<_lCk Z
CALL k Call subroutine 2 iDOl kkkk kkkk None 1
CLRWDT k Clear Watchdog Timer 1 0000 oooa 0100 TO,PIT
GOTO k Unconditional branch 2 iOlk kkkk kkkk None
IORlW k Inclusive OR Literal with W 1 1101 kkkk JOCk;k Z
MOVLW k Move Literal to W 1 1100 kkkk kkkk None
OPTION k Load OPTION register 1 0000 aooo 0010 None
RETLW k Return, place Literal in W 2 1000 kkkk kkkk None
SLEEP - Go into standby mode 1 0000 0000 0011 TO,PO
TRIS t Load TRIS register 1 ooeo 0000 OHi None 3
XORlW k Exclusive OR Literal to W 1 1111 kkkk kkkk Z

Note 1: The 9th bit of the program counter will be forced to a '0' by any instruction that writes to the PC except for GOTO.
(See individual device data sheets, Memory Seclionflndirect Data Addressing, INDF and FSR Registers)

2: When an 1/0 register is modified as a function of itself (e.g. HOVF PORTE. 1), the value used will be that value
present on the pins themselves. For example, if the data latch is '1' for a pin configured as input and is driven
low by an external device, the data will be written back with a '0'.

3: The instruction TRIS f, where f = 5 or 6 causes the contents of the W register to be written to the tristate
latches of PORTA or B respectively. A '1' forces the pin to a hi-impedance state and disables the OU1put buff
ers.

4: If this instruction is executed on the TMRO register (and, where applicable, d = 1), the prescaler will be cleared
(if assigned to TMRO).

More details are found in [3].
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APENDIX B - HEX FILE CONVERTER.

/*
this program reads a HEX file, generated by Microchip MPLAB and converts
this file into HEX file format which can be used to initialize the altera
LPM rom and ram. 12 bits data words and 11 bits address width. (2048Kb)

*/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>

II Input and Output file streams.
FILE *fpi;
FILE *fpo;

#define MAX_MEMORY_SIZE 2048
struct {

unsigned int nAddress;
unsigned int byData;

} Memory[MAX_MEMORY_SIZE];

char szLine[80];
unsigned int start_address, address, ndata_bytes, ndata_words;
unsigned int data, data_out;
unsigned int nMemoryCount;
unsigned int lastLine = 0;
unsigned int chksm; IIchksm is the 2's compl. of the sum of the bytes in the line
unsigned int memMax;
unsigned int loc = 0; II location in Memory[]
char szlnFilename[40];
char szOutFilename[40];

void main (int argc, char *argv[])
{

unsigned int i;

if (!(argc == 2 II argc == 3» {
printf ("No filename\n");
exit(1 );

strcpy (szlnFilename, argv[1 J);
if (strstr(szlnFilename, ".") == 0)

strcat (szlnFilename, ".HEX");

strcpy (szOutFilename, argv[1 J);
strcat (szOutFilename, "_a.HEX");

II Open input HEX file
if «fpi=fopen(szlnFilename, "r")) == NULL){

printf("Can't open file %s.", szlnFilename);
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exit(1 );

II Read in the HEX file
II
II !! Note, that things are a little strange for us, because the PIC is
II a 12-bit instruction, addresses are 16-bit, and the hex format is
II 8-bit oriented!!
II
nMemoryCount = 0;
memMax = 0;
while (!feof(fpi) && !lastLine) {

II Get one Intel HEX line
fgets (szLine, 80, fpi);
if (strlen(szLine) >= 10) {

II This is the PIC, with its 12-bit "words". We're interested in these
II words and not the bytes. Read 4 hex digits at a time for each
II address.
II
sscanf (&szLine[1], "%2x%4x", &ndata_bytes, &start_address);
if (start_address >= 0 && start_address <= 20000 && ndata_bytes > 0) {

II Suck up data bytes starting at 9th byte.
i = 9;
Ilif (ndata_bytes < 16) lastLine = 1;
II Words.. not bytes..
ndata_words = ndata_bytes/2;
start_address = start_address/2;
memMax = memMax > start_address + ndata_words ? memMax :

start_address + ndata_words;

II Spit out all the data that is supposed to be on this line.
for (address = start_address; address < start_address + ndata_words;

address++) {
II Scan out 4 hex digits for a word. This will be one address.
sscanf (&szLine[i], "%04x", &data);

II Need to swap bytes...
data = «data» 8) & OxOOff) I«data « 8) & OxffOO);
i+=4;

II Store in our memory buffer
Memory[nMemoryCount].nAddress = address;
Memory[nMemoryCount].byData = data;
nMemoryCount++;

II Open/Create output HEX file for the ALTERA format
if((fpo=fopen(szOutFilename, "w"))==N ULL){

printf("Can't open HEX output-file '%s'.\n", szOutFilename);
exit(1 );
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for (i = 0; i < memMax; i++) {
II moet de inhoud van l\I1emory[loc] op plaats i geschreven worden? Zo niet schrijf

NOP
if (i == Memory[loc].nAddress) {

data_out =Memory[loc].byData;
chksm = (Oxfe - (Oxff & (i » 8)) - (OxOOff & i) - (Oxff & (data_out » 8)) 

(OxOOff & data_out))%255;
fprintf (fpo, ":02%04xOO%04x%02x\n" , i

, data_out
, chksm);

loc += 1;
}
else {

data_out = 0;
chksm = (Oxfe - (Oxff & (i » 8)) - (OxOOff & i) - (Oxff & (data_out» 8)) 

(OxOOff & data_out))%255;
fprintf (fpo, ":02%04xOO%04x%02x\n" , i

, data_out
, chksm);

fprintf(fpo, ":00000001ff\n");

fclose (fpi);
fclose (fpo);

The input file must conform to the 8-bit Intel HEX format By executing

ALT_HEX name.HEX

a HEX-file with name_a.HEX is generated.
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